
How to maximize 
worker safety?

How to reduce 
outage times?

How to save  
on labor costs?

dispatch communication solution  

for utilities
Integrated Solution for MOTOTRBOTM

EnsurE EfficiEnt managEmEnt and workEr safEty



EfficiEnt communications

smartPtt enables dispatchers to talk to different 
radios, talkgroups, smartphones, and radio systems. 
during outages due to storms, it might be necessary  
to patch different radio systems (e.g. contractors, 
public safety agencies) together using smartPtt’s 
cross-patching capability. the custom console tool 
enables dispatchers to layout the user interface  
to clearly identify different talkgroups or radio systems 
and who is talking. whether using a radio, a telephone, 
or a smartphone, smartPtt will provide seamless 
communications.

smartPtt is a voice dispatching software and data application designed to provide users
with control over their mototrBo radio system’s voice and data capabilities thereby
maximizing safety and efficiency while minimizing operational costs.



workEr safEty and 
EmErgEncy managEmEnt

 
smartPtt has several features that can manage the 
safety of your workers. the mototrBo radio can 
send an emergency signal to the smartPtt dispatcher 
if the worker presses the emergency button or if the 
radio’s man-down feature detects no movement or a 
wrong angle for too long. this alerts the smartPtt 
dispatcher that the user is in distress. a geo-fence 
can also be created in smartPtt to notify the radio 
and dispatcher if a worker enters a hazardous zone or 
leaves a specified area.

when an emergency occurs, the smartPtt dispatcher 
can control the response to the emergency, by 
dispatching response teams to the location of the 
emergency based upon location information provided 
by gPs or indoor beacons. the voice recording and 
event log functions of smartPtt enable managers to 
reconstruct the details of each emergency as needed 
by reviewing all voice and data transmissions that 
take place on the system.
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oPErationaL 
cost EfficiEncy

Voice dispatching and Job ticketing improves coordination of 
tasks across maintenance teams. Lone worker and man down 
options coupled with gPs or indoor tracking eliminate the need 
to send two employees to do the job of one employee. By using 
the gPs tracking option to assign the closest available unit for 
repair, fuel costs can be reduced.
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outagE and downtimE 
minimization

utilizing the gPs tracking features of smartPtt 
enables utilities to easily locate and assign the 
closest work crew to an outage or work site. this 
allows for faster response times to outages without 
having to hire more employees.

using smartPtt’s scada option, when an equipment 
failure occurs, the dispatcher receives a notification. 
the dispatcher can then use scada control to 
address the failure or assign a technician via job 
ticketing, texting, or voice call to go on-site to resolve 
the issue. rules and alerts can also be created to 
automatically notify a radio or talkgroup of a failure.
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 tHE smart cHoicE 
               for your futurE

two-way radio systems integrator  
and software developer

customers in over 90  
countries worldwide

more than 250 qualified 
employees
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in the market of software

motorola professional 
radio application partner
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